Abstract. We consider the question whether the "nice" density behaviour of Hausdorff measure on rectifiable subsets of Euclidian spaces preserves also in the general metric case. For this purpose we show the existence of a metric differential of Lipschitzian functions also in situations where the well-known theorem of Rademacher fails.
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where a(n) -T(l/2)n/Y(n/2 + 1) is the volume of the unit ball in R" , and we say that A c (X, p) is «-rectifiable if there are countably many Lipschitzian mappings f,i> 1, defined on subsets of R" such that 3?p" (A\\Ji imag/¡) = 0. It is well known (see, e.g., [4, Chapters 3.2-3.3]), that «-rectifiable subsets of Euclidian spaces exhibit many properties similar to those of «-dimensional Wlsubmanifolds. For instance, if we denote by B(x, r) (= Bp(x, r)) the closed ball centered at x of radius r, then for %?n -almost every x of an «-rectifiable A c Rm with %*n (A) < co we have limrN,0 Xn (A n B(x, r))/a(n)rn = 1. This means that the measure of small balls comes close to the volume of balls with equal radii in R" , and such points x are called points of regularity of %?n . The classical proof of this fact is based on Rademacher's theorem about almost everywhere differentiability of real Lipschitzian functions which allows the covering of the rectifiable set even by ^'-pieces. As any metric space isometrically embeds in some Banach space, we can suppose X to have a (complete) norm || • || and will study Lipschitzian maps / : R" -(X, || • ||) . Indeed, the assumption that dmnf = R" is no restriction since due to [5] any Lipschitzian / : A -(X, \\ • ||) has a Lipschitzian extension / : R" -(X,||-||) (alternatively, embed (X, p) into l°° and then the extension is found easily). It is well known that the statement that any such / has the (Fréchet) differential almost everywhere is equivalent to the condition that (X, || • ||) has the Radon-Nikodym property (see [1] ) and, therefore, is far from being true generally. Observe that in the Euclidian case regularity of the Hausdorff measure is not just a consequence but even a characterization of rectifiability; see [8] for the much more complicated converse implication. Moreover, recently the equivalence of these two notions for n = 1 but in the general metric setting was established in [10] . So the natural question appears whether also for general « this equivalence holds. Proposition 1. Let f : R" -(X, || • ||) be Lipschitzian and u £ Sn~l arbitrary. Then for almost each x G R" limr\o \\ f (x+ ru) -f(x)\\/r exists. Proof. Since / is continuous, the set 2U of all x G R" , where the desired limit exists, is a Borel one. Therefore, by Fubini's theorem it suffices to provê \.\((yo + R• w) \3¡u) = 0 for any y0 £ R" . Here and in the sequel | • | denotes the Euclidian norm. Define on R the metric p(x ,y) = \x-y\ + \\f(y0 + xu) -f(y0 + yu)\\.
Since p and the Euclidian metric are bilipschitzianly equivalent, we see that p1 is locally finite on R and that for ^'-almost every, i.e., for Jz^-a.e. x G R the following holds (see, e.g., [4, 2.10.18(3)]):
Next, since monotone functions on the real line are differentiable almost everywhere, we see that for Jz^'-a.e. x G R Proof. Let {Mm}™=1 be dense in S"_1. According to the foregoing Proposition 1 for almost each x G R" and any m > 1 MD(f, x)(um) exists finitely. Using EgorofPs theorem and the Lebesgue Density theorem, one easily sees that it suffices to prove the assertion about MD(f, xn) provided that xn is a (Lebesgue) density point of a compact set K c R" such that for each e > 0 and w > 1 there is an r(e, m) > 0 with (4) \\\f(x)-f(x + ru)\\-MD(f,x)(u) <s on K x {Wfc}™=1 whenever r £ (0, r(e, m)). First, using the Lipschitz continuity of / one observes that MD(f, x)(u)
is defined for any x £ K and Lip(/)-Lipschitzian on the entire sphere S"_1 . Moreover, for any e > 0 there is an re > 0 such that (4) holds on K x Sn_1 if r £ (0, re). Indeed, for m > 1, v £ {uk \ k < m} , u £ S"~l , and arbitrary r £ (0, r(e, m)) we have • \j\\f(x + ru) -f(x)\\ -MD(f, x)(u)\ < e2 if x G K, u £ S""1 , r < 20/e; • \MD(f,x0)(u)-MD(f,y)(u)\ < e2 if u £ S""1 and y £ K n B(xo, 0(8 + 1)).
Note that due to (4) MD(f, •)(•) is continuous on íx S"-1 . Now, for arbitrary x, y £ 5(0, ') and r £ (0, Ô) we find z £ K n B(x0 + ry, er) c B(xo, S(e + i)) and can estimate
which proves the claim (the case x = y being trivial). We finish the proof by showing that MD(f, xn) is a seminorm fulfilling (3).
From (5) we infer MD(f, x0)(y) + MD(f, x0)(z) > MD(f, x0)(y + z) and MD(f, Xo)(v) = MD(f, xo)(-y) ; hence, we have a seminorm. Moreover, for e > 0 we find Se > 0 with U\f(xo + ry) -/(x0 + rz)|| -MD(f, x0)(y -z) <e for |y|, |z| < \ and r g (0, 2Se). So, if e < 1 and \y\, \z\ < ôe then for r = \y\ + \z\ and y = y/r, z = z/r £ 5(0, \) we obtain I ||/(*o + y) -/(x0 + z)\\ -MD(f, Xo)(r(y -z))\ < er < e(\y\ + \z\), which is just (3). Definition 3. Let / : R" -(X, \\ • \\) be a mapping and x G R" . In case that there is a seminorm s on R" satisfying (3), we call 5 the metric differential of / at x.
Of course, in case such an s exists it is unique and equal to MD(f, x). Moreover, if the Fréchet differential Df(x) exists then MD(f, x)(u) = \\Df(x)(u)\\.
Notation. For / : R" -(X, \\ • ||) Lipschitzian we denote by JOEêt(f) the set of all x where the metric differential exists and by Jf2r(f) the subset of Jf3¡(f) where it is a norm on R" .
Using ideas from the proof of Theorem 2 it is quite easy to see that Jf3S(f) as well as J?2r(f) are Borel sets. Proof. First, observe that there is a countable dense subset S in the space of all norms on R" in the sense that for any norm || • ||' on R" and any e > 0 we find a H-ir'eS with (1-e)||x||" < ||x||'< (1+e)||x||" for any x G R" . This For the converse inequality we use the general isodiametric inequality of Minkowskian geometry (see [3, Theorem 11.2.1]). It says that, for any A c R" , 2Cn(A) <^"(5||.||(0, idiani||.||(,4))) and implies that any covering {A{}f=x of 5||.||(0, 1) fulfills the inequality 1 < ££i (¿diam||.||(^,))" . Hence, (i) follows.
To prove (ii) we compute using polar coordinateŝ " (5|N,(0, 1) Summing over / and declining with X to 1 gives the conclusion (6) in this first case.
Since obviously both sides of (6) equal zero if A is a Lebesgue zero set, the theorem follows if we show that f(MD(f, x)) = 0 for x G J?9¡(f) \Jt9¡r(f) and that %[x\ifiK)) = 0 for any compact K C J® if)\J9f T(f) ■ We consider the product space Y = X x R" with the norm ||(x, i)||i = max{||x||, \t\} and the projection n : (x, /) -x and for any e > 0 define fe(t) = (f(t), et).
Since n is 1-Lipschitzian and f=nofe for any e > 0, it suffices to prove that ¡j?ll (fe(K)) -0 as e -0. Because always Jf2¡r(f) = J^2¡(f), according to the first case we are done if we show that (7> /-(Mix/., x» < a(n »w; _ "(lipwr-■ « for any x G Jí2S(f) \ J(2¡r(f) and 0 < e < Lip(/)/2. Indeed, since
MD(f,x)(-)<MD(fE,x)(-),
we see also that the Jacobian of / vanishes for such x. To prove (7), choose any u £ S"_1 with MD(f, x)(u) = 0 and define the two mappings p±(y) = y±y/l-\y\2u on C = 5(0, 1) n {«}x . Then S""1 = p+(C) Up~(C), both p+, p~ do not decrease distances, and, for any y £ C, MD(f, x)(y) = MD(f, x)(p+(y)) = MD(f, x)(p~(y)).
Because MD(fc, x)(v) = max{MD(f, x)(v), e\v\} , v £ R" , we can estimate
which gives together with Definition 5 for e < jLip(/) the desired inequality (7) and finishes the proof.
We obtain the following substitution rule for integration with respect to Hausdorff measure on rectifiable subsets of Banach spaces (see [4, Theorem 3.2.5] for weaker assumptions on the integrand).
Corollary 8 (area formula). Let f : R" -(X, \\ • \\) be Lipschitzian.
(i) If g : R" -R is Lebesgue integrable, then f g(x)f(MD(f,x))dS?n(x)= ( [ £ g(x)\d^(y).
(ii) If g : X -R is ^""-measurable, and A c R" is 2Cn-measurable,
provided at least one of the integrals exists.
The proof is based on Theorem 7 and standard approximation procedures. Now we can describe the local structure of general rectifiable metric spaces. corresponding to Xk . Denote by Gk , /", k > 1, the set of all x G Ek which are Lebesgue density points of Ek , and define S* -f|^=i Uí i Gk ■ Then S?niS \S*) = 0, and ^(X* \ f(S*)) = 0 by Theorem 7. So, we are done if we show the conclusion for any x = f(t) with t £ S*. Since the Gk, i, k > 1, form a nested family, for any k > 1 we find the unique Gk(t) -Gk,t ks containing t and the corresponding norm || • \\k -|| • \\k,t k,. Because Gk(t) D Gk+X(t) have density one at t and Xk+xXk < Xk_x, we conclude from condition (ii) in Lemma 4 that A^IMI* < \\v\\k> < Xk_x\\v\\k for 1 < k < k'
and v £ R" . Therefore, we can define a norm on R" by \\v\\x = lim^oo \\v\\k .
Then for any k > 1 (l+2-fc+1)-1||y-z|U<||/(y)-/(z)|| <(l+2-*+1)||y-z|U ify,z£Gk(t). Because t is a density point for each Gk(t), we find a sequence of radii {/*}£! i with 0 < rk+x < rk/l2k such that ^"(Gk(t)nB(t, /■)) > (1 -^)^fn(B(t, r)) if re [0, rk]. Denote Mk = B(t, rk) \ B(t, rk+x), and one easily sees that for each k > 1 there is a closed set Ak c Gk(t) n A/¿. such that ^n(Ak) > (1 -^)Sfn(Mk) and ^»(A/fc n Gk(t) \ Ak) < ^n(B(t, rk+x)). Then A = Ufcli Ákü{t} is a compact set,
B(t,rk)nAcGk(t), and a straightforward but lengthy computation shows that a(n)r" >5fn(AnB(t,/■))> il -i j a(«)r" for r G (rfc+1,
(compare with [7, Theorem 6 .21]).
Finally, we define the set Ax = f(A) n X closed in X and the function 4>x(y) = iP~t {orP£A™dy = f^> { 0 otherwise. Since the entire A is contained in Gi (t), 4>x is an "approximately isometry" due to (8) and (9), and this implies by Lemma 6 and (10) also the statement about the density of Ax .
Remark. Theorem 9 immediately answers the question about the regularity of ß?p" on a n-rectifiable space of finite measure affirmatively. Indeed, the existence of Ax shows that liminfrV)(a(«)>''Tl &p (Bp(x, r) nl))>l holds %?pn -a.e., but the remaining inequality D(X, x) = limsup(a(»)rB)-1 ^pn (Bp(x, r) n X) < 1 r\0 is true ß?pn -a.e. in each space of finite measure (see [4, 2.10.19(5)]). Moreover, for rectifiable (X, p) with M?pn (X) < oo the norm || • H* constructed above is ^pn -a.e. unique up to linear isomorphisms; i.e., the "local norm" is a unique element of the Banach-Mazur compactum (see [ In [6] it was also proved that p and p agree on «-rectifiable subsets of Euclidian spaces. This result generalizes as follows. -/ g(y)N(f\A,y)dp(y), JC[0, l] where \r+(MD(f, x))f(MD(f, x)) = 0 for f(MD(f, x)) = 0 duejo the already mentioned result vr+(|| • ||) < n"l2. We can suppose M -f(M) for Borel Mel" of finite measure. Then Corollary 8 ensures that D(M, f(x)) < 1 a.e^ in M n J^r(f), and hence MD(f,x) £ TN(M,f(x)) for a.e. x G M n Jf2¡r(f). Now, for given A c M Borel we put A -M n f~l(A) and g(y) -min{l, N(f\A, y)~1} . Applying (11), the foregoing remark about TN(M, f(x)), and Corollary 8(ii) we can establish the conclusion for p; we leave the details as well as the discussion concerning mensurability of the involved functions to the reader. For p the result is derived in the same way. The claimed equivalence is now obvious since || • || is induced by an inner product iff 5||.||(0, 1) is an ellipsoid.
